
Description: A sensor is a device which is able to convert any physical quantity to be measured into a signal which can be displayed, read, stored or can be used to control some other quantity. It is used to measure or detect the strength of the surroundings and convert this information into a digital or analogue data signal, which can be frequently analyzed by computer or other observer. Sound sensor is also called as acoustic sensor that can measure sound levels which is difficult for human ears to catch. Sound sensors are basically the microphones which sense sound and convert it into measurable form using different techniques.

Global sound sensors is expected to grow rapidly over the forecast period. Rising demand of reliable, high performance and low cost sensors have led to buoyant development of latest technologies like micro technology and nanotechnology, which has created significant opportunities such as miniaturization and mass production. Major factors which are influencing the growth of global sound sensor market are, low manufacturing cost, technological developments, growing inclination towards telecommunication market. Moreover restraining factors for the expansion of global sound sensor market are concern regarding replacement of surface acoustic wave sensors by other sensors in conventional application and low mass sensitivity. However in future, advancement of wireless connectivity in information technology and telecom is expected to create ample opportunities for sound sensor vendors. The sound sensors market is expected to witness moderate growth over the period 2015 to 2020.

Global sound sensor market is segmented on the basis of types, application and sensing parameters. On the basis of types, the global sound sensor market can be categorized Omni-directional and directional. Directional hydrophones have higher sensitivity to signals in a particular direction. Sound sensor market can be segmented on the basis of sensing parameters such as temperature, torque, pressure, mass, humidity, viscosity and chemical vapor. Automotive industry is expected to remain largest market for sound sensor application throughout the forecast period as well as in coming years, many market players are expected to enter in this market.

The Global Sound Sensor market consist several products such as Solar Sound Sensor Light, Light Sensor Sound Box, Motion Sensor Sound Module, Motion Sensor Speaker and others.

The global sound sensor market key players are CTS Corporation, Boston Piezo-optics INC., Honeywell International Inc., Panasonic Corporation, Teledyne Microwave Solutions, API Technologies Corp, CeramTec, Phonon Corporation, Epson Toyocom Corporation and Vectron International and others.
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